Scientology beliefs and practices wikipedia - among the basic tenets of scientology are the beliefs that human beings are immortal that a person’s life experience transends a single lifetime and that human beings possess infinite capabilities scientology presents two major divisions of the mind the reactive mind is thought to absorb all pain and emotional trauma while the analytical mind is a rational mechanism which is responsible, mormons believe a con artist is a prophet who found golden - mormon beliefs were started by joseph smith a convicted con artist from palmyra new york who allegedly found golden plates which he translated to become the book of mormon, silly beliefs is your religion a cult - is your religion a cult but is the above claim that a cult is a religious group whose beliefs and practices depart from the conventional norms of society necessarily a good guide as to whether a cult is false or harmful imagine if highly advanced aliens arrived on earth with beliefs practices and knowledge far superior to our own, cults false religions cults list so4j tv - cults list of false religions false teachings cults false religions false teachings check out the cults list find out what is a cult summed up info on the many cults false religions false teachings in our world today, do christians really believe common sense atheism - i ve wondered similarly about pro lifers if they really believe that abortion is murder why do so many of them choose to protest peacefully and non violently one way to deal with this may be to adopt the deontological stance of considering certain actions intrinsically evil as in catholicism but in that case you can’t justify the death penalty or even basic stuff like self defense, argument mapping software common sense atheism - given enough time i can summarize and clarify every argument relevant to the kca wow that’s ambition i think the theist have made the whole thing so complex that when anyone disagrees then they can simply insist that their opponents really did not understand the thing, mark twain and the book of mormon jimmy akin - i read the book of mormon once and though i have never said this openly to a mormon i laughed until i nearly cried it sounded to me like someone had swallowed a king james bible got sick and the bom was the best they could make out of the pieces, 4chan the skeleton key to the rise of trump medium - 4chan’s first day out the scientology protests of 2008 off broadway 3 new horizons the peculiar thing about the scientology protest was how little 4chan cared about scientology, the planet kolob top 10 craziest mormon beliefs - david it’s so cute that you want to talk about bom d c and the pearl like they are all different things they all amount to the same thing and are often found within the same binding, silly beliefs ken ring weather forecasting by the moon - ken ring s moon theory or lunar science in this article we have just done what any layperson can do we’ve simply looked at some of ring’s claims and forecasts and checked whether they matched the real world, dominionism rising a theocratic movement hiding in plain - dominionism is the theocratic idea that regardless of theological view means or timetable christians are called by god to exercise dominion over every aspect of society by taking control of political and cultural institutions, religion items in the news apologetics index - note unlike the edition posted to the ar talk list items in the archived newsletters will time permitting link back to entries in the apologetics index if links have not yet been provided check the apologetics index for further information, social science history society and science history timeline - society and science home page dictionary people books web links social science history time line for the history of society science and social science a time line from before writing began to the present linked to andrew roberts book social science history and to other resources including extracts and works of authors and the timelines for crime america mental health sunrise, american history timeline andrew roberts web site - in 1628 about sixty puritans under john endicott migrated to salem in what is now massachusetts john winthrop later led about 1 000 puritans to settle in boston and other towns they used a commercial charter to establise their jurisdiction, illuminati jesus is savior com - since 1873 the global elite has held secret meetings in the ancient redwood forest of northern california members of the so called bohemian club include former presidents eisenhower nixon and reagan, encyclopedia of pentecostal history of tongues 150 ad - encyclopedia of pentecostal history 200 ad 1900 ad go to encyclopedia of pentecostal history history proves pentecostals to be heretics and false teachers home page 20th century tongues refuted, is the shack heresy part 2 the shack book - my husband and i are on our 4th reading of the shack each time we find new things to discuss and fall in love with the trinity again tears of joy laughter anger are all part of what god has put in us not to be pushed down and not to be questioned